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Good day everyone! 

As the semester break is coming to an end, we hope that you
guys are feeling refreshed and prepared for the new semester
(or if you are in the midst of a trimester - keep going, you’re
almost there!). We hope everyone is adjusting well with the new
norm and will be able to cope better with your studies. If you
are still struggling with online courses, fret not! You are not
alone, and we encourage you to talk to your fellow friends or
teaching assistants about your difficulties.

In this edition of our newsletter, we would like to introduce
another nation-wide initiative in regards to COVID-19.
MASCAre: Grocery Assistance was launched in collaboration
with Education Malaysia Australia (EMA). This initiative aimed to
assist Malaysian students in Australia who were impacted by the
pandemic in terms of daily needs such as food, medications and
goods. A collective figure of AU$20,000 was sponsored by the
Ministry of Higher Education Malaysia (MOHE) towards this
initiative. 

HOW WERE THE FUNDS DISTRIBUTED? 

This amount was dispersed equitably to each state and territory
in Australia by EMA according to the database of students
registered with EMA. Each state chapter then took the lead to
plan and ran this initiative based on each state’s need, in
compliance with the safety & health restrictions implied by the
Australian government.



THE PROCESS BEHIND 
MASCAre: GROCERY ASSISTANCE

Each state had a different approach to best suit their students. 

So, how did students receive the assistance?
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QUEENSLAND 

Through grocery package distribution

Students residing in New South Wales and Queensland received their
grocery package physically from their respective state chapters. 

Credits: 

Daniel Gan, Chairperson of MASCA QLD 
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NEW SOUTH WALES

Through the reimbursement method

Students residing in Victoria, South Australia, Canberra, Western Australia, Tasmania,
Northern Territory, and students who received funding from MASCA National were
reimbursed through bank transfer based on their proof of purchase, with a cap
amount which varied across different states.

Credits:
 

Ang Teck Yi, Chairperson of
MASCA NSW



To conclude this edition, we hope both of our newly launched
MASCAre initiatives, respectively our financial aid and grocery
assistance, have lifted some burden off the shoulders of
affected students. 

Although it has been a tough period for everyone, we at MASCA
National hope the assistance and resources that we have
provided were able to maintain and support the welfare of our
fellow Malaysian students down under. 

We would also like to take this opportunity to thank each and
every one from MASCA VIC, MASCA NSW, MASCA QLD, MASCA
SA, MASCA ACT and MASCA WA who have made this initiative a
smooth and successful process.
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Watch out for our webinar series Suara
Muda on our Facebook Event Page
throughout the month of August.
Featuring four themes specially curated
by MASCA National, the webinar will
feature reputable speakers who are
subject matter experts or have vast
experiences in relation to the themes. It is
definitely something not to be missed out
on, so what are you waiting for?

Click here to get the latest updates on
Suara Muda!

Facebook: Malaysian Students' Council of Australia - MASCA 
Instagram: masca_national 
Twitter: MASCA_National

-  END -

We hope that you stay safe and take care during this period!

MUDA
Suara

http://facebook.com/events/312189083300564/

